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Square-wave voltammetry of Lipophilic Redox 
Enzymes  Featuring Electrode Reaction Associated
with Two Reversible Chemical Steps
The model we consider is a surface electrode mechanism
Whose electron transfer step is associated with preceding
and follow up reversible chemical reactions
t = 0; G (A) = G *(A); G (Ox) = Keq G *(A); G (Red) = 0 (a)
t > 0; G (A) + G(Ox) + G(Red) + G(Z) = G *(A); (b)
t > 0; Keq, preceding = k1/k2; Keq, follow-up = k3/k4 (c)
For t > 0, the following differential equations (d-f) link the surface concentrations with the current and the
kinetics and thermodynamics of preceding and follow-up chemical steps:
(dG(A)/dt) = k1G (Ox) – k2G(A)
(d)
dG(Ox)/dt = -I/(nFS) – k2G (Ox) + k1G(A)
(e)
dG(Red)/dt = I/(nFS) + k3G(Red) – k4G (Z)
(f)
The electric current, the applied electrical potential difference, the surface concentrations of the
electrochemically active species, and the other parameters relevant to electron transfer step are assumed to
be interrelated via the Butler-Volmer equation, having the following form:
(I/nFS) = ks
oexp(-aF) [G(Ox) – exp(F) G (Red)] (g)
Кај сите овие 6 графици
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